
Visitors Book and Just Giving comments
Name Comment
Vanessa
Malcolm and Marion Nicely done everyone! A welcome break during lockdown.
Lorna Excellent
Taff Enjoyed looking at the exhibition
Nancy Some lovely work to look at ..Thank you
Ted Lovely range of paintings, Thanks
Jill Contribution for access to the excellent Chailey and Newick virtual art exhibition
Anon We are lucky to have such a wonderful hospice in our area
Anon Thank everybody for their donations and thanks to St P and St J for the excellent work that you do
Harold Very good standard. of work and a very good website
Clive Excellent exhibition as always
Ann Very enjoyable
Ted Super range of pictures
Dom & Linda We really enjoyed the Chailey and Newick painting Group Virtual Exhibition, raising so much money for 

such a good cause.
Liz & Gary Many thanks for a splendid exhibition and website.
Anon Thank you for all your wonderful work , especially in these turbulent times.
Anon Lovely Exhibition
David & Cathy Thank you very much for the quizzes which have made the last few months a little easier and we love 

the exhibition!
Kirstie So impressed, with so many pieces, I couldn't pick a favourite
Carol What a wonderful idea
Lindsey Great exhibition as always. Congratulations on perfecting a very difficult challenge
Sylvia Most enjoyable.lovely works. Round of applause. Ape is my favourite.
Lesley Works of a particularly high standard in this years exhibition. Sorry to be unable to see them in a real 

gallery this year. Especially enjoyed Sue Pettys flora abnd fauna, the Lockdown Blues and Iain 
Crump's witty contributions.Congratulations to all

Angela What a talented Group. Just the thing to raise the spirits on a wet winter afternoon
Anthony Very good show.! Well done for not being beaten by the impositions of Covid 19 and thank you. Stay 

safe!



Bobby What a very good idea
Lee What amazing local artists we have living here. Thank you for the online exhibits as I have thoroughly 

enjoyed seeing the works of art in this format
Rosie What a wonderful idea to do this. I really enjoyed being able to take my time to look at these lovely 

paintings. So hard to choose. I'm going to look again tomorrow and have anotherr think. Many thanks 
for the opportunity to view from my armchairon a miserable afternoon

Jenny A lovely collection and a very enjoyable, colourful exhibition with interesting diverse styles. Thanks.
Gloria Lovely to see such a lovely display of art. Well done.
Linda What a lovely show. So varied and colourful. The perfect anti-dote for lockdown!
Rosina A super exhibition - such a variety and hard to choose a favourite. I chose my favourite because it 

made me smile!Martin Dovecote is a very pleasing picture of a bygone age. Well done to the artist.
Dimitri Excellent cornucopia of varied themes for all tastes
Liz Absolutely beautiful paintings, thank you so much for sharing them. I had a short list of 7, but I chose 

no 16 because of the colours and the fact that it is the image used by Mallorca so is very special to 
me. And nothing to do with being related to Paul, but I love his watercolours. Good luck for 2021. Xx

Saverio It's fantastic
Jules The art is lovely and great and I love the web page x
Dimitri Excellent cornucopia of varied themes for all tastes
Claire  Fabulous paintings so difficult to choose just one!
Jo Lovely Images
Malcolm Hugely difficult to choose as ever. A very high standard and well presented online.
Julie A good variety of paintings
Clare A joy in these strange days
Phil Fishermans Huts - A really nicely rendered scene and with the soft warm colours it gives a feeling of 
Susie Great, really enjoyed it
Anon Thank you so much, this is a donation in response to the sale of the painting Moonlight Cricketers
Janet Another amazing exhibition! It’s an incredible achievement to reach this level of professionalism on line. 

The paintings continue to be outstanding!
Reg What an excellent exhibition and website in general. We at Stafford Art Group are also holding an 

online Winter exhibition which runs until December 31st. Our website is www.staffordartgroup.co.uk
Liz Lovely exhibition - so much talent. Thank you
Anon I really enjoy your Annual Art Show and I really missed coming to Chailey chatting with the artists, 

meeting up with friends and admiring your talents. However, well done for staging a virtual one.
Dene Loved the change of mood all paintings represented



Jane Excellent idea to put online
Peter Interesting to see all these pictures in these covid times. a great lot of effort made for the charity well 
Adrian Very special
Anon St Peter and St James do a fantastic job. Well done Chailey and Newick Painting Group.
Robert An excellent exhibition showcasing a wide range of subject matter. All lovely paintings in their own right 

and a lot of great talent.
Sue Brilliant show
Ann Fantastic variety
Kat Walden Great Exhibition  everyone. Wish I had had more time to paint
Maggie A brilliant exhibition. Congratulations to the organisers
Jessi There is a great variety of paintings. I love when artists observe human beings and animalsto reflect it 

and experss it on their paintings
Lee The eyes just draw you in - the owls ear so well drawn


